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LIST OF HEROES FOR THE HOST – EXPANSION PACK #2 
All 8 players are optional and may be played by either gender.  

Hero Brief bio Suggested 
attire 

Marvelo 
Powers of Strength 

and Intuition 
 

Optional 
Either gender 

Impeccably trained as an ace fighter pilot and a US 
Marine, this superhero is also a legendary former CIA 

agent.  Definitely a force to be reckoned with, the 
American government still calls upon Marvelo when they 

need assistance with matters of national security.  
Marvelo is currently the head of security at Area 52, a 

secret federal operation rumored to house an alien 
population from Mars.  Area 52 is supposedly where 

aliens learn to integrate themselves in the human 
population. 

 

Any superhero 
costume with multiple 

patches (i.e. CIA, 
Marines, etc.) and 

official looking 
certifications affixed to 

it.   

Zukoku 
Powers of Chi 

 
Optional 

Either gender 

Zukoku started out as a martial arts student many years 
ago and is now the owner of the Zukoku Dojo, a trendy 
martial arts training center.  Zukoku has recently gained 
the ability to harness a form of life energy known as Chi.  
Zukoku has extraordinary speed, flexibility and strength, 

as well as the ability to form powerful energy blasts with a 
transient invulnerability.  Zukoku is one of the more 

powerful superheroes. 

Martial Arts costume 
of any kind.   

Glamour 
Powers of Beauty 

Optional 
Either gender 

Babo McGee, also known as Glamour, is the most 
beautiful superhero in the world.  This hero is drop-dead 
gorgeous, and all eyes stay glued to Glamour’s beauty.  

As a double threat, Glamour’s vivacious personality is so 
charming; villains are rendered speechless once they 
hear Glamour’s velvet voice.  As if this isn’t enough, 

Glamour attacks with a mirror freeze.  If your reflection 
gets into the same mirror as Glamour’s, you’re paralyzed 

for over three minutes! 

Glamorous evening 
attire.  Compact or 

handheld mirror as a 
prop.  

Sensei silver 
Ninja 

 
Optional 

Either gender 

By day, Sensei Silver is a hard-working librarian and at 
night, this ninja lives out the dream of being a crime 

fighting ninja.  Sensei Silver is mysteriously calm, but 
performs all of the duties a ninja typically executes, such 
as espionage, sabotage, infiltration, assassination, and 

paramilitary warfare. 
 

Ninja costume. 

Crimson cloud 
Powers of Flight and 

Sonic Scream 
 

Optional 
Either gender 

If you see a red flash up in the sky, you’ve caught sight of 
the notorious crime fighter - Crimson Cloud.  Crimson 

Cloud monitors civilization on planet Earth from the skies 
above.  Crimson Cloud can blast a powerful sonic scream 

which renders villains defenseless and gives a long-
lasting earache! 

Any red superhero 
costume.  
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Fizbain Loki 
Powers of White 

Magic  
 

Optional 
Either gender 

Fizbain Loki is rumored to be over 200-years-old and has 
recently moved to Gothic City from the Dark Forest of an 
isolated island in the Pacific Ocean known as Tenaboo.  
Fizbain has recently been working on elemental attacks, 

but is mostly known for healing powers, speed and 
foresight. 

Wizard costume with a 
scepter as an optional 

prop. 

The Mariachi 
Powers of 

Hypnotism 
 

Optional 
Either gender 

The Mariachi hails from Mexico City and is the leader of 
the Montalban Mariachi Band.  If The Mariachi’s trusty 
maracas sense danger in the area, The Mariachi is first 

on the scene and uses hypnotizing maracas to control the 
perpetrator’s mind until the police arrive to make the 

arrest.  The Mariachi is a hometown hero in Mexico City, 
and the locals dislike it tremendously when The Mariachi 

travels, since the crime rates skyrocket. 

Mariachi costume with 
optional maracas as 

props. 

Captain Morph 
Powers of Energy 

Sourcing 
 

Optional 
Either gender 

Captain Morph has the ability to camouflage and blend in 
to any environment.  If there’s an ounce of free energy in 

the area, Captain Morph can draw power from it for a 
deadly flash blaster. Captain Morph has figured out how 
to draw power from the sun to morph into other objects. 
However, this could be dangerous, as if too much power 

is drawn to Earth, it could explode! 

Morph suit or any 
other tightly fitting 

superhero costume. 

 
Your new guest pre-game site link is: 

YourMysteryParty.com/JusticeConfederation  
Send your guests to this free pre-game site to get ready for your 

big night of mystery – synopsis, game trailer video, character lists, 
and more.  

http://yourmysteryparty.com/justiceconfederation

